uettel. In the beginning all the world was America: Daniel Wilson's construction of
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prcllistoric archaeology. Daniel Wilson, first to use the word "prehistory" in English (1851) and deliberately
the creator of a science of prehistoric arcaheology (Prehistoric Man 1862, 1865, 1876; Archaeology, 9th
Encyclopaedia Britannica 1878), combined archaeological experience in Scotland prior to his emigration in
3853, with field trips and examination of American collections after settling in Toronto. Subsuming all

human cultural productions under his mentor Robert Chambers' Law of VarietywProduction, Wilson readily

compared and could equate American Indian artifacts with prehistoric European material, amalgamating the
American material into the co'!'us of prehistoric archaeology developed in mid-19th century Europe to
exemplify the Enlightenment's univ� history.
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UyWlinojs-Urbanal. Charles Rau; formative developments in SI. Louis as meaning and direction
in the CaIeer of a 19th century archaeologist. Most may

be familiar with Rau's career (1876-1887) as the fust

curator in the Department of Antiquities at the Smithsonian Institution. Earlier in 1846 he was a young

emigre to the St. Louis area and brought with him an educational background in geology. His fifteen years

in the region were a critical part of his career, in the various investigations he conducted and the interaction

that he had with other educated Germans. In this presentation" I will focus on the context of his St. Louis

experience and the outcome particularly the nature and contribution of his publications after be left for New

York City in 1861.

DayjdOestWcher. The European roots of the WaJam Olum: Constantine Samuel Rafinesque and the intel

lectual heritage of the early 19th century. For 160 years, the Walam Olum-the controversial Lenape Indian

migration epic-exerted considerable influen.ce upon NOM American archaeology. Though some scholars

had long doubted it's authenticity. the Walam Olum was only recently exposed definitively as a hoax. This
pxesentation examines how Constantine Samuel Rafinesque drew largely from cbe theories of European

scholars to construct his fmudulent epic. It reviews how most of these scholars grappled with reconciling the
Biblical account of human origins with conflicting scientific data then emerging. and how Rafmesque

incorporated their conclusions into the hoax in an effort to resolve the mystery of American Indian origins.

SJeW!epWjUjaros(Harvanjl. Whence came the American Indians? - The tyranny of sources. The question

of where the American Indians came from and when and how they arrived in the New World is one of the

greatest puzzles on our. intellectual scene, beginning with Colu�bus' mistaken notion that he had discovered

the East Indies. Further enquiry intO the topic took place in the 16th century, culminating about 1600 with

the works of two Spanish clerics. For the next 250 years, until the 1850s, numerous scholars dealt with the
question. Archaeological proofing came after 1800 by a number of scholars, culminating just before the

Civil War in strongly racist arguments. This enquiry will focus on the type of arguments utilized therein.
Terry A. Barnhart (Eastern Dlinois).
Roben Bettinger (UC-Davis). Discussant

DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.5334/bha.07219

vn. AnnouncementsiSources Relating to the History of Archaeology
TIm Murray sends word of the publication of two books that have "the tronsformation in the writing of the

history of Australian' arcbaeology." The first is by Tom Griffiths and is titled Hun"rs and Collectors. This
volume is 8 history of antiquarian study on the prehistory of Australia's indigenous population and covers
the period between the 19th century and the beginnings of a professionalised archaeology. It is a subtle

analysis which focuses on the social and cultural context of antiquarianism . particulu:ly in tenus of Austra·
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Iian attitudes to indigenous peoples and to matters of identity in general. It was published by Cambridge
University Press early in 1996. In nuiny ways From Prehistory to Politics, edited by Tiril Bonhardy and
Tom Griffiths in 1996 for Melbourne University' Press takes up the story with a detailed analysis of the role
played by John Mulvaney in the development of a public understanding of the meaning and significance of
archaeology in Australia. This volume is a collection of essays from a conference marking Mulvaney's 75th
birthday and there are contributions from anthropologists, archaeologists, historians, and political scientists .
which explore Mulvaney's role as a significant public intellectual.
The National Science Foundation has awarded a grant to Jonathan Haas (ph.D. 1979 Columbia) for "Cata
loging and Computerizing the Paol S. Martin Collection of Archaeological Materials at the Field Museum."
This two-year project will standardiZe the cataloging and create an electronic database of artifacts collected
in the Southwest under the direction of Paul S. Martin between 1930 and 1972. Stephen E. Nash (Ph.D.
1997 University ofArizona) will serve as Project Supervisior. Significant portions of the Martin collection
are currently unavailable for scholarly research; many artifacts remain in the bags in which they were placed

during excavations. Upon completion of the project, the entire Paul S. Martin collection will be properly
catalogued, archived, and available to interested scholars who will be able to query the collections both
physically and electronically. Please note, the final form, structure, BIld content of this database has not yet
been determined. We therefore welcome suggestions from interested scholars. Comments should be di
rected to the Project Director (Nash) by telephone at 3 12-922-9410, extension 445, by e-mail at
snash@fmppr.finnh.org, orby mail at the Department of Anthropology, Field Museum of Natural History,
Roosevelt Road and Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, Dlinois 60605-2496.
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archaeologist, Tom Lethbridge, was associated with Cambridge University for over 30 years, first as a
student in the early 1920s ,and later as a member of the Faculty of Archaeology and Anthropology. When I
first had tea with his widow, Mina, during the gentle Spring of 11994, she gave me a copy of Lethbridge's

treasured Memoirs - a raocous (libelous?) account of Cambridge life between the wars. Fortunately, Antiq

uity has agreed to publish a portion of these memoirs for all to enjoy. Please see the "Works Suggested by
Our Readers" section in this issue. Unfortunately, the remainder of Lethbridge's fascinating account is not
well-known. If subscribers to the BHA are interested in additional reading, they may write Mrs. Lethbridge
at Fortune Cottage, 8 PUck End, Girton, Cambridge, CB3 On, England, or contact me, Pamela Jane Smith
at pjslOll @cam.ac.uk, Lucy Cavendish College, Cambridge, CB3 OBU, England.

Paul R. Huey (Archaeologist-New York State Office of Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation) has
finished editing and expanding a detailed general history of historical archaeology in New York State. The
history is to be published in an issue of the journal of the New York State Archaeological Association.
Robert E. Funk has written has written for another section of the same issue an article on the history of
prehistoric archaeology in New York State.
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